Hints for Harvard Puzzle #2(2)
Parentheses around a clue mean that a letter must be omitted from the answer word
before it will fit in the grid. Numbers in parentheses indicate lengths of answer words,
and an asterisk * indicates a capitalized word.
Across
1. Please broadcast without taking a nap (5)
2. *Robert of India and Charlie, in person (5)
3. (Satisfy one overcome by a taste disorder)
(7)
4. Wrong to imprison men centrally in an oda
(5)
5. A fraction of dentures with enamel top
made new (5)
6. (Penny left broken earthenware) (5)
7. Clare wickedly hugging rabbi in nook (6)
8. Stand for picture of lamprey, for instance,
eating a sardine's head (5)
9. *Balanchine embraces Alda (4)
10. Own clothes we ultimately toss (5)
11. (Operate, medicate, and devastate) (8)
12. Mystery entry (7)
13. Angry about initially poisonous seed (5)
14. Hard work of wife inside center (5)
15. Unfortunate dupe accepts no defeat (5)
16. More pressure to keep under control (7)
17. Safari keeps a good distance away (4)
18. (Musial has this French attitude) (6)
19. Seed weight (4)
20. *(City of cooked meals) (5)
21. Place of birth (5)
22. Odd case involving papa's shaft (5)
23. Buddy starts to play author's lyrics (3)
24. Hail pelted tree after end of lightning (5)

Down
1. Mister, never hold back (5)
2. (Robe covering new carriage) (5)
3. Shafted in sale of chemical salts (6)
4. (Was told of chief embracing radical) (5)
5. Note freaky tape echo (6)
6. Noble person takes in pariah (5)
7. Icy rain in street captivating director Ang (5)
8. Male in front of rear end of meat wagon (6)
9. Singled out and confined without right (6)
10. Admit a very old woman (4)
11. Dash of depression and pain (7)
12. Observer's view initially cut off (5)
13. Everyone in California gets a flower (5)
14. (Fared badly getting ring and hat) (6)
15. (Pollinator beginning to tap root) (4)
16. Intrigue about getting surrounded (4)
17. Bundle stray covering in case (4)
18. Wild rats, very enterprising, at first don't get
enough to eat (6)
19. California cuts wild mammillaria, for
instance (6)
20. One fish going back on the sheltered side (4)
21. *Muslim aliens embracing African republic
(4)
22. Meager foreign press covers America (6)
23. (Flow of mist around river) (6)
24. (A tense, troubled prefect) (7)

